Merocyanine 540, a fluorescent probe sensitive to lipid packing.
Binding of the lipophilic probe merocyanine 540 to artificial bilayers was assessed by measuring the enhancement of fluorescence which results when dye enters the hydrophobic environment of the membrane. Titration of a constant amount of dye with increasing amounts of vesicles revealed that much more dye binds to multilamellar and 1000-A unilamellar vesicles which are in the fluid-phase state than to comparable vesicles which are in the gel-phase state. Incorporation of cholesterol into fluid-phase vesicles at levels of greater than 20 mol% reduced dye binding, whereas cholesterol had no effect at any concentration when incorporated into gel-phase vesicles. Sonicated 200--300-A unilamellar gel-phase vesicles, which because of their reduced radius of curvature resemble fluid-phase bilayers in their more widely spaced exterior leaflet lipids, bound more dye than 1000-A unilamellar gel-phase vesicles constructed from the same lipid. These results suggest that merocyanine 540 is able to sense the degree of lipid packing of bilayers and inserts preferentially into bilayers whose lipids are more widely spaced.